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Oxy Quest is a synergistic blend of a highly biodegradable surfactant system and 
stabilized hydrogen peroxide. This all-purpose cleaner/degreaser is environmen-
tally friendly and is formulated with raw materials derived from natural sustainable 
resources to quickly remove everyday soils and stains. The surfactant system is 
based on our DST technology (Fast Dynamic Surface Tension), allowing for 
superior penetration and removal of oily/greasy soils. Hydrogen peroxide reacts 
with organic stains, breaking them down and neutralizing the unpleasant odors. 
Oxy Quest effectively cleans windows, mirrors, floors, walls, carpet, restrooms, 
kitchens, tile and grout.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE
Always pre-test for color fastness in an inconspicious area before use. Do not 
use on marble and other acid sensitive surfaces. Do not mix with other chemicals. 
When using a pump sprayer, adjust to deliver a coarse spray; avoid breathing 
spray mist.
GLASS & MIRROR CLEANING: Dilute ½ oz per gallon of water for everyday 
glass and mirror cleaning. Spray surface and wipe with a lint free cloth. 
OTHER SPRAY AND WIPE CLEANING AND DEGREASING: Dilute 2 to 12 
ounces per gallon of cold tap water depending on degree of soil. Spray surface 
and wipe with sponge, brush, mop or cloth. 
FLOORS: For daily cleaning, fill bucket or an automatic scrubber with a solution 
of 1 oz. of product per gallon of cold tap water. Change solution as needed. 
CARPET: For Bonnet or Extraction cleaning, dilute 2 oz of product per gallon of 
cold water. Clean the carpet following the machine manufacturer's instructions. 
Do not over wet carpet. If carpet has been previously shampooed, a defoamer 
may be needed in the recovery tank. After cleaning, brush carpet pile in one 
direction with carpet pile brush. Avoid walking on carpet until thoroughly dry. If 
furniture is replaced before carpet is dry, place protective pads under legs. When 
carpet is completely dry, vacuum thoroughly. For Spot Removing or Traffic Lane 
Pre-spraying, dilute 10 oz of product per gallon of cold water. Spray, let sit for 
5-10 minutes, and rinse or extract with clean tap water. 
GROUT: To remove soil and mildew stains on grout, dilute 10 oz of product per 
gallon of cold water. Spray, let sit for 10-15 seconds, then scrub and rinse. 

Safety Cautions: Keep out of reach of children.                                                             
Read label and SDS before use. 
Causes serious eye irritation. 

Refer to SDS for additional safety information.

Typical properties:
Specific Gravity:............ 1.02
pH (concentrate): .......... 2.5
pH (1% solution): ..........  6.5
pH (10% solution): ........  4.5
Appearance: .................  Clear colorless liquid
Odor:............................. Citrus
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Multi-purpose Cleaner, Degreaser, 
and Stain Remover

Oxy Quest


